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is
have It
in a way, of the reason
for its divisions and
thus
it is a
a
weakness here and there and with
only half of its potency evident.
Not all of the music is of the same
inspiration or the same excellence.
It rises to it* greatest heights when
the master composer is enthralled
with his own problems. It is less
flowing, strangely enough, when
moment
the
requires profound
emotional feeling. There are echoes
of earlier great masses in it but
in
and
grandeur it is
scope
thoroughly Beethoven at his subconcert

The
Choral
idded new laurels to the many it has
ilready acquired by the presentation
ast night of Beethoven's "Missa
Constitution
Solemnis"
in
Hall·:
It was a performance that should
have been heard by as many as the
hall would accommodate, a tribute
always paid the more familiar
choral works tfte society hag given.
The excellent soloists, Agnes Davis,
soprano; Lydia Summers, contralto;
Irwin Dillon, tenor, and Burton
Corn well, basso, lifted the presentation to a high plane by their sure
and musicianly singing of music
that taxes the performer to the
utmost.

ACTUALLY
PRE-SHRUNK
O'Brien's T.T.O. Paint looks like
enamel
washes like glass
wears like iron. The reason : the tung
oil used in it is actually pre-shrunk
before it is mixed into the paint.
T.T.O. is a new, different and better
paint for your home. Buy or specify
T.T.O. and enjoy the happiest painting experience you've ever had.

It

remarkably accurate singing that the group of some 200 singers did throughout under the direction of Louis A. Potter. The often
tricky entries, the several difficult
fugues and the sudden wide spacing
of the vocal range were all cleanly
encompassed and with good intonation. "the latter was particularly
commendable among the sopranos,
where tiring repetitions of high Β
flats -and long measures set in an
uncomfortable register might have
worn down the correct pitch. The
entire performance was an accomplishment that showed the splendid caliber of the group and the

STOP TODAY FOR COLOR CARDSI
O'Brien Points Sold Exclusively, in Washington, by

was

limest.

Noy that the Choral Society has
this great work in its repertoire, it
The public
should be repeated.
could bear a second hearing, since
this was certainly the first performance of it here in many years
and it would gain in finish when
put aside and taken up again. The
accompaniment was furnished last
night by & good-sized orchestra assisted by Lyman McCrary at the
organ. The orchestra required more
rehearsing than was possible for
It was a task
this presentation.
of some magnitude to get the dif-
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question about who's
on first with relief. Itt Turns!" \
"never any

so
Sure, Turns are always first
handy, so dependable whenever acid
indigestion strikes! Just one or two
—

tasty Turns neutralize excess acid
almost instantly. Settle sour stomach,

relieve gas, heartburn and that
bloated feeling in seconds. No soda
in Turns—no raw, harsh sdkali—so
no risk of overalkalizi ng and irritating your delicate stomach. No mixing or stirring with Turns, either— I
just slip them out of the handy roll,
into your mouth. And when you
can't sleep because of acid upset,
don't count sheep—count on Turns
for a good night's rest. Get genuine
Turns—Tumsfor the tummy. There's

nothing
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nothing JasterI
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Mr. Potter's skilled direction.

Developed and

For a work of the magnitude of
the "Missa Solemnis," the various
sections of the chorus do not balance each other sufflcently in the
matter of sonority.
In passages
such as the choral portions of the
"Qui tollis" in the "Gloria," the
"Pro nobis" of the "Credo'' and the
greatly devised "Et vitam venturi,"
this lack was felt, the sopranos
dominating the ensemble both by
reason of their more ample volume
and the extremely high tessitura
of the music. The darker voices
of the group are rich in timber but
not sonorous enough last night to
define the harmonic structure of
the different ensembles.
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KOOLSHADE will make life more comfortable for you this Summer, because it keeps
the direct rays of the sun and most of the
heot outside your home or office.
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Drink the juice of the rosiest, tree-ripe apples!
Drink Mott'» Apple Juice ! You and your family
«rill enjoy this tangy drink—at meals and in-

KOOLSHADE is framed and easily applied to
any size windows or doors, just like ordinary
insect screens, and it keeps out flies and
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Miss Davis sang the difficult solo
music with lovely tonal quality
throughout and Mr. Dillon's tenor
is a splendid medium for the many
important passages assigned to that
voice. The very fresh and vibrant
color of Miss Summers' contralto
and the noble richness of Mr.
cornweu s bass neiped to form with
the others a beautifully blended
quartet and, in individual measures, to disclosed gifted vocalists.
Mr. Potter was especially fortunate
in having such artists, excellent
musicians of style and fine natural
vocal gifts, for soloists and their
performance was not only polished
but deeply imbued with dignity
and feeling.
The most striking portions of the
"Missa" are the tremendous "Amens"
of the "Gloria" and the "Credo" and
the ."Dona nobis pacem" oi the
"Angus Dei" which, unlike the conclusion of the other sections, ends
on a quiet note.
For sheer beauty,
the "Benedictus" is unequaled with
its violin solo introduction, played
last night with fine effect by Raul
de Costa, and the lovely quartet
following the alto and bass duet.
Ii Is matched by the "Et incarnatus"
where the solo voices are woven
together in some of the most moving music of the Mass.
However, although the "Missa
Solemnis" is never given as part
of 9 church service, It needs the
attachment to the ritual to bring
out Its full glory. To hear It in a
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talent search which has been cmducted for the* past three months
by the Army Air Forces Band.
The eight finalists will appear
with the Army Air Forces Forces
Symphony Orchestra in the Interior
Department Auditorium at 8:30 p.m.
The winner will appear as soloist
with the band on one of Its coastto-coast broadcasts and at one of its :
Capitol steps concerts this summer, ι
it was announced.
Winners in the elimination contests and the high schools they represent are: Helen Louise Potts. Central;' June Mover, Anacostia; Marian Kiatta, Eastern; Paul Ruble,
Roosevelt; Joyce Marmelstein, Calvin Coolidge; Barbara Stiarpless,
Woodrow Wilson; Marie Chanaka,
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KODAK FILM

musical nrocress it has marie under

2437 18th Street N.W.

ferent elements amalgamated and «Mon, and Helen Johnson. Ucand Kinley.
Its
Mr.
can
Judge* eve Mary, Howe, president
of their
of the National Federation of Music
Clubs; Charles Dana Baeschler, director of the Hew York Avenu· Civic
Symphony, and Henrietta Bagger
Plum, voice teacher. Quest speaker
at the contest will be Norman J.
The outstanding vocalist among
Nelson, associate superintendent of
District high school students will schools.
be chosen tonight at finals of the

Washington Choral Society
Choral Society Adds to Laurels the conductor,
Potter,
be
proud
achievement.
In Presenting 'Missa Solemnis' Student
Singers to Appear
to
performance
By Alice Evcrsman
stripped,
Washington
Society
In Contest Finals Tonight
standing
alone,
great work with
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